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1.Introduction: Onset, the WSP, and their conflict 

It is widely assumed that syllabification is governed by the requirement that 

syllables should have an onset (see, for example, Hooper 1972, Kahn 1976, 

Cairns & Feinstein 1982, Selkirk 1982, Steriade 1982, Clements & Keyser 1983, 

Gussenhoven 1986, Halle & Vergnaud 1987, Ito 1989, Prince & Smolensky 1993, 

Kenstowicz 1994, Blevins 1995, 2004, Hammond 1999, and Hayes 2009). 

Following Prince & Smolensky (1993), let us call it Onset and state it in (1). 

（1）Onset  

A syllable must have an onset. 

The requirement has been referred to by other names, such as Onset First or 

Maximal Onset, or defined in slightly different ways, which need not concern us. 

Those who assume Onset also assume another requirement, which Vennemann 

(1988) calls the Law of Initials (LOI), rephrased here in (2).  

（2）The Law of Initials (LOI) 

Word-medial onsets should resemble word-initial onsets. 

 Example Analysis             Reason 

 atlas              [æt][lәs], not [æ][tlәs]     No word-initial [tl] 

 after              [æf][tɚ], not [æ][ftɚ]      No word-initial [ft] 

 singing              [sɪŋ][ɪŋ], not [sɪ][ŋɪŋ]      No word-initial [ŋ] 

 

A note on transcription is in order. The IPA Handbook distinguishes two 

levels of transcription, a phonemic level, given between slashes (e.g. can /kæn/), 

and a phonetic level, given between square brackets (e.g. can [khæ̃n˺]). These are 
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not the only possible levels though. For example, the transcription in most 

dictionaries reflects an intermediate state between the phonemic level and the 

phonetic level. For example, in CELEX (Baayen et al. 1995) Canada is 

transcribed as [kænәdә], which is neither at the phonemic level (which should be 

/kænædæ/, according to Chomsky & Halle 1968), nor at the phonetic level (which 

should be [khæ̃nәdә] or [khæ̃nәɾә]). Since phonemic analysis is not the focus here, 

I use square brackets for transcriptions throughout. In addition, I follow CELEX 

and use separate brackets to indicate syllable boundaries. 

According to Onset and the LOI, happy is [CV][CV] but hanger is 

[CVC][V], or [hæŋ][ɚ]. Similarly, contact must be [CVC][CVCC], but duplex 

can be [CV][CCVCC] (if one assumes maximal onset) or [CVC][CVCC] (if one 

does not assume maximal onset).  

Besides possible ambiguities, as seen in duplex, there are exceptions to 

Onset, too, because some syllables end up with no onset. For example, according 

to the LOI, the second syllable in singing or hanger has no onset. Similarly, in 

words like shower, higher, react, and create, the second syllable is usually 

thought to have no onset. Finally, there is the question of whether vowel-initial 

words have an initial onset, such as out, ice, and east. I shall offer a quantitative 

examination of such cases. 

Another well-known principle governs the relation between syllable weight 

and stress, according to which heavy syllables should be stressed and light 

syllables should be unstressed. Let us call it the Weight-Stress Principle (WSP), 

which has two parts, given in (3).  

（3）The Weight-Stress Principle (WSP) 

WSP-(a): Stressed syllables are heavy (or light syllables are unstressed).  

WSP-(b): Unstressed syllables are light (or heavy syllables are stressed). 

The weight of a syllable is determined by its rime. The rime of a heavy 

syllable is VV or VC, and that of a light syllable is V or a syllabic C. Some 

examples are given in (4).  
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（4）Rime and syllable weight in English 

Rime          Weight     Example 

     VV          heavy     [bai] buy, [bi:] bee 

     VC          heavy     [bæn] ban, [bɛt] bet 

     V          light     [ðә] the, [ә] a 

     C          light     [n̩] ’n (reduced and) 

The WSP requires a stressed rime to be VX (VV or VC), but there is no 

requirement for it to exceed VX. Therefore, the WSP differs from the idea of 

“maximizing stressed syllables”(Pulgram 1970, Wells 1990, Titone & Connine 

1997). For example, the WSP requires marker to be [mar][kɚ] but not [mark][ɚ]. 

It is worth noting that rimes that clearly exceed VX are rare in nonfinal positions 

(Borowsky 1989, Duanmu 2009); therefore, they are not the focus of this study. 

In addition, the weight of word-final rimes may interact with extrametricality 

(Hayes 1982), to be discussed later. 

The WSP has been proposed in various forms by many linguists (e.g. 

Prokosch 1939, Chomsky & Halle 1968, Pulgram 1970, Hayes 1980, Halle & 

Vergnaud 1987, Vennemann 1988, Kager 1989, Prince 1990, Wells 1990, Prince 

& Smolensky 1993, Burzio 1994, and Hammond 1999), although not everyone 

has argued for both parts. For example, Prokosch (1939) argues for WSP-(a) only 

(known as Prokosch’s Law) and Prince (1990) argues for WSP-(b) only (which he 

calls the Weight-to-Stress Principle).  

The WSP can be used as a rule for stress assignment, ordered after 

syllabification (e.g. Halle & Vergnaud 1987, Hayes 1995, and Halle 1998). In (5) 

I give some examples, where H is a heavy syllable, L a light syllable, S a stressed 

syllable, and U an unstressed syllable. 

（5）The WSP as a rule for stress assignment after syllabification 

Weight    Stress Example 

H-L-L S-U-U carnival 

H-L-H S-U-S Parmesan, violate 

L-H-L U-S-U agenda, papaya 
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It is well-known though that many English words do not seem to fit the WSP. 

For example, both Japan and Holland seem to be L-H and we expect both to be 

S-U, yet Japan is U-S and Holland is S-U. Similarly, both banana and Canada 

seem to be L-L-L, yet they have different stress patterns, and in both word stress 

seems to fall on L. We shall examine such exceptions. 

The WSP can also be used as a requirement on output structures in a 

constraint-based analysis (e.g. Prince & Smolensky 1993, Burzio 1994, and 

Hammond 1999). For example, in Optimality Theory, given the underlying form 

of a word, it is possible to obtain its syllabification and stress pattern 

simultaneously in one step, although space does not permit a full illustration here. 

What the WSP predicts is a relation between weight and stress, regardless of how 

each is obtained. For example, if we know the stress pattern for a given word, the 

WSP makes a prediction of its weight structure (syllable structure). Conversely, if 

we know the weight structure for a given word, the WSP makes a prediction of its 

stress pattern. A disyllabic example is shown in (6).  

（6）The WSP as a constraint on the relation between stress and weight 

a.If weight is known 

Weight    Stress options               Predicted stress 

H-L                  S-U, S-S, U-S, U-U S-U 

 

b.If stress is known 

Stress    Weight options  Predicted weight 

U-S    H-L, H-H, L-H, L-L  L-H 

 

In English, an agreement on the stress pattern of a word is often obtainable 

from native speakers (such as by tapping syllables at different rates; see Hayes 

1995). Given the stress pattern, the WSP makes a prediction of the weight pattern. 

Some examples are shown in (7), where 1 indicates primary stress and 2 indicates 

secondary stress. It is worth noting that the WSP treats primary and secondary 

stresses in the same way; both are interpreted as S and both are expected to fall on 

H. 
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（7）Predicting weight from stree 

  Word              Stress   Interpreted Predicted weight 

Timbuktu 2-2-1   S-S-S               H-H-H 

compose 0-1   U-S               L-H 

resonate 1-0-2   S-U-S               H-L-H 

syllabus 1-0-0   S-U-U               H-L-L 

 

The boldfaced syllables in (7) do not seem to have the predicted weight, 

which indicate possible exceptions to the WSP. We shall offer a quantitative 

examination of such exceptions. 

Besides their own exceptions, Onset and the WSP are often in conflict. This 

happens, for example, in a CVCV sequence where the first V has stress, such as 

Mecca or villa. The conflict is illustrated in (8). 

（8）Conflict between Onset and the WSP (V is stressed and short) 

Syllabification Onset       WSP 

[CV][CV]               satisfied       violated 

[CVC][V]               violated       satisfied 

 

If the syllabification is [CV][CV], Onset is satisfied (both syllables having 

an onset) but the WSP is violated, because the first syllable [CV] is stressed yet 

light. If the syllabification is [CVC][V], the WSP is satisfied but Onset is violated, 

because the second syllable [V] has no onset. Therefore, neither option satisfies 

both Onset and the WSP.  

Two solutions have been proposed. The first is to maintain Onset but weaken 

the WSP. For example, in Optimality Theory, one could assume that Onset is 

ranked above the WSP, or one could follow Prince (1990) and Halle (1998) and 

assume that while the WSP requires a heavy syllable to be stressed (as in WSP-

(b)), it does not require a stressed syllable to be heavy (i.e. no WSP-(a)). In either 

case, the predicted result is [CV][CV]. 

The second solution is to modify or weaken Onset. For example, Selkirk 

(1982) proposes that the result of Onset is repaired by a resyllabification rule, 
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which changes [CV][CV] to [CVC][V]. Similarly, Hammond (1999) proposes 

that an unstressed syllable cannot have an onset. In either case, the predicted 

result is [CVC][V]. Kahn (1976) and Clements & Keyser (1983) also supplement 

Onset with “ambisyllabic”syllabification that ensures that stressed syllables are 

always heavy. 

Unfortunately, there is no agreed way to verify the syllabification of a word. 

If there were, a consensus could be reached quite easily. For example, if we are 

sure of the syllabification [CV][CV], we can conclude that the WSP is not as 

important, and if we are sure of the syllabification [CVC][V], we can conclude 

that Onset is not as important. However, despite many attempts, which have 

examined speaker intuition, phonetic measurements, and allophonic variations, 

syllabification remains indeterminate in many cases (see, for example, Kohler 

1966, Fudge 1969, Kahn 1976, Gimson 1989, Treiman & Zukowski 1990, Turk 

1994, Hammond 1999, Krakow 1999, Steriade 1999, Jensen 2000, Blevins 2004, 

and Harris 2006). Therefore, our discussion will largely be theory-internal, which 

aims to minimize our assumptions and maximize the range of data covered. 

This study has two goals. The first is to offer a quantitative examination of 

Onset and the WSP in the English lexicon. While many studies have discussed 

Onset and the WSP, such as Kahn (1976), Steriade (1982), Clements & Keyser 

(1983), Halle & Vergnaud (1987), Prince (1990), Prince & Smolensky (1993), 

Hayes (1995), and Halle (1998), most of them do not offer much quantitative data 

on the generality of Onset or the WSP. Therefore, it is difficult to choose a 

solution when the two are in conflict. Some studies do provide some quantitative 

results. For example, Alcantara (1998) offers extensive data on the percentages of 

stressed heavy syllables, stressed light syllables, unstressed heavy syllables, and 

unstressed light syllables, on the assumption that syllabification follows Onset. 

However, he does not consider how the results would change if Onset is 

weakened in certain environments or abandoned altogether. In addition, Alcantara 

offers no data on the generality of Onset itself.  
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The second goal of the present study is to offer a theoretical analysis of 

Onset and the WSP, and a solution to their conflict, based on the quantitative 

results.  

I shall focus on English, for which both Onset and the WSP have been 

proposed. In section 2 I outline my proposal. In sections 3-5 I offer quantitative 

examinations of syllabification under Onset, the WSP, and syllabification without 

Onset, respectively. In section 6 I discuss evidence for syllabification, including 

allophonic variations. In section 7 I discuss further issues. In section 8 I offer 

concluding remarks.  

2.Proposal outline 

The proposal I would like to argue for, based on the quantitative results, is that 

Onset is both problematic and superfluous, but the WSP is not. Therefore, we can 

abandon Onset, which improves both the WSP and syllabification. In particular, I 

offer the arguments in (9). 

（9）Arguments against Onset and for the WSP (V is stressed) 

a.Onset has many exceptions that cannot be resolved. 

Example: [aut] in out; [eit] in create [kri][eit]; [ɪŋ] in singing [sɪŋ][ɪŋ] 

b.In 90% of the cases, the WSP yields the same syllabification as Onset, 

 which means that Onset is mostly redundant. 

Example: [CV][CVC], not [CVC][VC] 

c.In the remaining 10% of the cases, Onset creates undesirable  

syllabification, which violates the WSP and are incompatible with word- 

edge  patterns. 

Example: [lɛ] in lemma [lɛ][mә]  

d.Once Onset is abandoned, we get improved syllabification and resolve a  

major exception to the WSP. 

Example: [CVC][V], not [CV][CV] 

Exceptions to Onset refer to the fact that there are syllables without an 

onset. Consider the examples in (10).  
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（10）Syllables without an onset 

Non-initial syllable  [sɪŋ][ɪŋ] singing, [kri][eit] create 

Initial syllable  [aut] out, [ɪŋ][kʌm] income 

 

In most analyses, in words like singing and hanger, the second syllable has 

no onset. Similarly, in words like create and react, the second syllable has no 

onset. More frequent are words whose initial syllable has no onset, such as out 

and income. Some linguists claim that such words do have an initial onset, which 

is realized as a glottal stop (e.g. Blevins 2004). However, it is possible that the 

glottal stop is simply a transition from silence to a vowel, rather than an intended 

sound. In addition, when there is a preceding word, a glottal stop does not occur 

in non-careful speech. This is shown in (11). 

（11）Lack of initial onset (American English)  

get out                 [gɛɾ aut] 

                             *[gɛt ʔaut]  

                                    *[gɛ thaut] 

lost income                 [lɒst ɪŋkʌm] 

                             *[lɒst ʔɪŋkʌm] 

                             *[lɒs thɪŋkʌm] 

In get out, there is no glottal stop before out (unless one is speaking 

carefully). In addition, the medial [t] is realized as a flap, instead of [th]. Since an 

onset [t] is typical realized as [th] in a stressed syllable, the evidence suggests that 

get retains its [t] and out has no initial onset. Similarly, in lost income, there is no 

glottal stop before income, and the medial [t] cannot be aspirated, which suggests 

again that income has no initial onset. 

Next, we note the fact that, in most cases, the WSP yields the same 

syllabification as Onset. Consider the contexts in (12), where # indicates a word 

boundary. 
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（12）Syllabification under Onset and the WSP (underline indicates stress) 

Context     Onset          WSP     Comparison 

#CV     #[CV          #[CV     same 

#CV     #[CV          #[CV              same 

VCV     V][CV       VC][V            different 

VCV     V][CV       V][CV            same 

VCCV              VC][CV    VC][CV     possibly same 

VCCV     V][CCV    V][CCV     possibly same 

 

In VCCV, Onset may yield VC][CV or V][CCV, depending in part on the 

nature of CC (e.g. [pl] vs. [mp]) and in part on one’s view of Onset. For example, 

Kahn (1976) believes that the onset should be maximized. In contrast, 

Vennemann (1988) believes that the best onset contains a single C. Therefore, 

Onset and the WSP make similar predictions for VCCV. It will be shown in 

section 5 that overall Onset and the WSP predict similar syllabification in 90% of 

the cases. Therefore, Onset is mostly redundant. 

When Onset and the WSP make different predictions in the remaining 10% 

of the cases, the prediction of Onset seems to be problematic. For example, in 

VCV, Onset predicts V][CV, which creates a problem for the WSP, because the 

first syllable [CV] is stressed but light. In this case, even proponents of Onset 

would often choose VC][V, in agreement with the WSP. 

Another problem with V][CV is that it goes against a widely-held 

assumption that syllable-final sounds should be able to occur in word-final 

position. Vennemann (1988) refers to the requirement as the Law of Finals (LOF), 

which I rephrase in (13). (It can be seen that given the LOF, the Law of Initials, 

discussed earlier, becomes redundant.) 

（13）The Law of Finals (LOF) 

Word-medial rimes should resemble word-final rimes. 

 Example Analysis               Reason 

 lemma              [lɛm][ә], not [lɛ][mә] No stressed word-final [ɛ] 

 atlas              [æt][lәs], not [æ][tlәs] No stressed word-final [æ] 
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 singing              [sɪŋ][ɪŋ], not [sɪ][ŋɪŋ] No stressed word-final [ɪ] 

The forms [lɛ][mә], [æ][tlәs], and [sɪ][ŋɪŋ] violate the LOF because they 

contain a stressed syllable-final lax vowel (here [ɛ], [æ], and [ɪ] respectively), 

which is not found word finally. In fact, the LOF can be reduced to the specific 

requirement that a syllable cannot end with a stressed lax vowel, but I do not 

elaborate on it here.  

Let us now consider exceptions to the WSP. As we shall see in section 4, 

there are two major kinds of exceptions. The first involves stressed light syllables, 

which mostly come from [CV][CV] (as in Mecca or villa), which is the result of 

syllabification under Onset. If we relax Onset in such cases, we have [CVC][V], 

which no longer violates the WSP. The second kind of exceptions involve 

unstressed heavy syllables, which are mostly [CәN], such as the first syllable in 

combine [kәm][bain] or condense [kәn][dɛns]. A possible analysis is proposed by 

Hammond (1999), who suggests that [ә] has no weight and [әN] counts as a light 

rime. Another possible analysis is that [әN] rimes can be pronounced, or 

phonologically treated, as a syllabic nasal, whereby combine is [km̩][bain] and 

condense is [kn̩][dɛns]; indeed, this is how Hammond (1999) transcribes such 

rimes. I leave it open which analysis is more reasonable. 

In summary, Onset has many exceptions that cannot be resolved, because 

many syllables remain without an onset. In addition, Onset is often redundant, 

because the WSP predicts the same syllabifications as Onset most of the time. 

Moreover, when Onset and the WSP make different predictions, the results of 

Onset violate the LOF. In contrast, the WSP always satisfies the LOF. In addition, 

the WSP encounters few violations if Onset is dropped. Let us now consider 

quantitative evidence for the arguments.  

3.Statistical data on violations of Onset 

In this section I examine the generality of Onset in English, using the CELEX 

lexicon (Baayen et al. 1995). The focus is to find out how often syllables have no 

onset. 
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The CELEX lexicon offers syllabification of every word, based on the 

assumption of Onset. For example, lemon is [lɛ][mәn], not [lɛm][әn]; whisky is 

[wɪ][ski], not [wɪs][ki]; and bistro is [bɪ][strәu], not [bɪs][trәu]. I examine the 

lexicon in two ways. First, I examine the“lemma” lexicon, which contains 

derivational affixes, including “zero derivations” for different word categories, 

but not inflectional affixes. For example, attack (verb), attack (noun), and 

attacker are included as separate words, but attacking, attacked, attacks, and 

attack’s are not included. Second, I examine the basic list of words that are single 

morphemes, or simplex words. In both lists, I examine what CELEX labels as the 

primary pronunciation only. 

The lemma lexicon contains a certain number of compounds, with or without 

a space or hyphen, such as act out, capital gains, zip code, cul-de-sac, Afro-

American, age-bracket, afterglow, afterlife, and so on. I have left them in, 

because they are unlikely to change the conclusions in a significant way. The 

results are shown in (14), where. 

（14）Onset types in the CELEX lemma lexicon (S is a syllabic C; C* is 

one or more C’s) 

#[C*        43,657               30.6% 

#[S                      1                             0.0% 

#[V                      8,789               6.2% 

][V                      6,644               4.7% 

][C*                 83,664               58.6% 

][S                      13                             0.0% 

All                      142,768               100.0% 

 

All entries                                           52,447  

All syllables                                           142,768  

Onsetless syllables                              10.8%  

 

An onsetless syllable is one that starts with V, either word initially (i.e. #[V) 

or word medially (i.e. ][V). Some examples are shown in (15). 
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（15）Examples of onsetless syllables 

#[V    out, English, income 

V][V    vowel [vau][әl], iamb [ai][æmb], create [kri][eit], disable                   [dɪs][ei][b l̩] 

Besides the two major types of onsetless syllables (#[V and V][V), there is a 

third type, which CELEX represents as V][ŋV, such as singer and hanger. 

However, since [ŋ] is not a possible onset elsewhere, most analyses use the 

syllabification Vŋ][V instead, where the second syllable is onsetless. The CELEX 

representation could be an error, or an unexplained stipulation, since there is no 

obvious evidence for it. There are fifty-nine such words in the lemma lexicon, 

which would not change the percentage of onsetless syllables by a large amount 

though. 

Next, let us consider syllables in simplex (monomorphemic) words. The 

results are shown in (16). 

（16）Onset types in simplex words (S is a syllabic C; C* is one or more 

C’s) 

 [C* 6,725             56.8% 

 [S 0             0.0% 

 [V 676             5.7% 

 ][V 219             1.8% 

 ][C* 4,327             36.5% 

 ][S 0             0.0% 

 All 11,947             100.0% 

 

 Total simplex words 7,401  

 Syllables in them 11,947  

 Onsetless syllables 7.5%  

It has been proposed that in many of the exceptions, there is a “derived 

onset”, which satisfies Onset. For example, Jones (1922: 22) suggests that a 

medial [V is often preceded by a “trace”of a glide and Blevins (2004: 233) 

suggests that“vowel-initial words are typically preceded by glottal stop” . 

Consider the examples in (17). 
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（17）Derived onsets 

Medial glide    create [kri][eit]  [kri][jeit]  

vowel [vau][әl]  [vau][wәl] 

Initial [ʔ]    out [aut]  [ʔaut],  

income [ɪŋ][kʌm]  [ʔɪŋ][kʌm] 

It is difficult to argue for or against a derived medial glide, because there is 

no phonological contrast between [kri][eit] and [kri][jeit], or between [vau][әl] 

and [vau][wәl]. However, there is some evidence against a derived initial onset. 

In particular, when there is a preceding word, a glottal stop cannot be used. 

Consider the examples in (18). 

 

（18）Lack of “derived”onset (American English)  

get income             [gɛɾ ɪŋkʌm] 

         *[gɛt ʔɪŋkʌm]  

         *[gɛ thɪŋkʌm] 

lost income          [lɑst ɪŋkʌm] 

         *[lɑst ʔɪŋkʌm] 

         *[lɑs thɪŋkʌm] 

In get income, there is no glottal stop before income. In addition, the flap is 

the coda of get for three reasons. First, the [t] in get is not an extra sound to give 

out. Second, syllabification usually does not apply across word boundaries; for 

example, plum pie [plʌm][pai] and plump eye [plʌmp][ai] remain distinct (Jones 

1944: 128). Third, an onset [t] in a stressed syllable should be [th], which is not 

the case here. Therefore, income remains without an initial onset. Similarly, in 

lost income, there is no glottal stop before income, and the medial [t] cannot be 

aspirated, which suggests again that income has no initial onset. In other words, 

the initial glottal stop in out or income when it is read in isolation may be a 

natural transition from silence to a vowel, rather than an intended sound. In 

addition, if there is no derived onset in word-initial position (where the majority 

of exceptions to Onset are found), the motivation for proposing a derived onset in 

word-medial position is weakened.  
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In summary, if we apply Onset to the English lexicon, about 10% of all 

syllables remain onsetless. In addition, most of these exceptions cannot be 

resolved by proposing a “derived onset”. This means that Onset is not a strict 

requirement. We shall discuss later that most syllables would still have an onset 

even if the Onset requirement is abandoned. 

4.Statistical data on the WSP 

There are two questions to consider with regard to the WSP: whether all stressed 

syllables are heavy, as required by WSP-(a), and whether all heavy syllables are 

stressed, as required by WSP-(b). I first examine apparent violations of the WSP. 

Then I offer a reanalysis of the violations. 

4.1 Apparent violations of the WSP  

I again use the CELEX English lexicon, which has labeled both primary and 

secondary word stress. For illustration, I focus on simplex (monomorphemic) 

words. There are two reasons. First, all other words are derived from simplex 

words and are unlikely to contain many new syllable types or new weight-stress 

patterns. Second, the extent of exceptions to the WSP in simplex words is likely 

to be more or less similar to that in derived words. Therefore, the result from 

simplex words should be indicative of the full lexicon. The basic information on 

simplex words is given in (19). 

（19）Basic information on simplex words 

 Word length Words     Syllables 

 1 syllable 3,834     3,834 

 2 syllables 2,719     5,438 

 3 syllables 726     2,178 

 4 syllables 113     452 

 5 syllables 9     45 

 All                7,401     11,947 
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The stress patterns of monosyllabic words are shown in (20)-(22), based on 

either the only pronunciation of a word or the first two pronunciations offered by 

CELEX.  

（20）Stress patterns in monosyllabic simplex words (S is stressed; U is 

unstressed) 

 Pattern      Count             example 

 S      3,798 

 U      2                cos (because), o’ (of ) 

 S or U      34  

 All      3,834 

 

（21）Monosyllabic simplex words labeled as either stressed or unstressed 

a, an, and, as, at, but, from, have, her, must, nor, not, of, on, or, per, saint, 

shall, should, sir, so, some, such, than (preposition), than (conjunction), that, 

their, them, there, till, us, will, would, your 

（22）Exceptions to the WSP in monosyllabic simplex words  

Stressed and light                none  

Unstressed and heavy  none (under final extrametricality) 

Of the 3,834 monosyllabic simplex words, two are unstressed, and thirty-

four can be stressed or unstressed. All stressed words have a heavy rime, in 

agreement with WSP-(a). In addition, if we assume extrametricality (Hayes 1982), 

by which word-final C or sequences of final coronals can be excluded from 

syllabification, then all unstressed syllables are light, in agreement with WSP-(b). 

Extrametricality is stated in (23) and illustrated in (24). 

 

（23）Final extrametricality 

A word-final C and word-final coronal Cs need not be syllabified. 

（24）Final extrametricality and the WSP (< > indicates extrametrical C) 

Stress Weight            Example 

S               H            must [mʌs]<t> 

U               L            must [mә]<st> 

S               H            some [sʌm] 
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U               L            some [sә]<m> or [sm̩] 

S               H             a [ei] 

U               L                       a [ә] 

The examples show that, given the proposed flexibility of word-final 

consonants, monosyllables (and word-final syllables in general) are not the best 

data to test the WSP.  

Next we consider polysyllabic simplex words. I divide them into five stress-

weight types, shown in (25). Boldface indicates violation of WSP and relevant 

syllables are underlined. 

 

（25）Stress-weight types  

Type           Description                                      Example 

SL            (nonfinal stressed and light)  lemon 

SH            (nonfinal stressed and heavy)  culprit  

UL            (nonfinal unstressed and light)  today  

UH             (nonfinal unstressed and heavy)  compete, ignite 

F            (word final)                             that, lemon, emeritus 

 

There are 3,567 polysyllabic simplex words, which contain 8,113 syllables. 

The statistical data are shown in (26). 

 

（26）Stress patterns in polysyllabic simplex words (3,567 in all) 

 Type Count All   Nonfinal Same-stress 

 SL 1,402 17.3%   30.8%               43.2% 

 SH 1,846 22.8%   40.6%               56.8% 

 UL 1,010 12.4%   22.2%               77.8% 

 UH 288 3.5%   6.3%               22.2% 

 F 3,567 44.0%   

 All 8,113 100.0%   100.0% 
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The percentage of each type is counted in three ways. In the first, the 

percentage is based on all syllables (All). In the second, the percentage is based 

on nonfinal syllables (Nonfinal). In the third, the percentage is based on syllables 

with the same stress type (Same-stress), i.e. among stressed nonfinal syllables for 

SL and SH, and among unstressed nonfinal syllables for UL and UH. For 

example, SL syllables constitute 17.3% of all syllables, 30.8% of nonfinal 

syllables, and 43.2% of stressed nonfinal syllables.  

Of the five stress-weight types, SL violates WSP-(a) and UH violates WSP-

(b). As shown in (27), they total 1,690 syllables, which constitute 21% of all 

syllables, or 37% of nonfinal syllables. 

（27）Violations of the WSP in polysyllabic simplex words 

 Nonfinal SL and UH syllables 1,690 

 Among all syllables               21% 

 Among nonfinal syllables 37% 

 

The result shows that among stressed syllables 43.2% violate WSP-(a) and 

among unstressed syllables 22.2% violate WSP-(b). Overall, 37% of nonfinal 

syllables violate the WSP. This is a very high percentage of exceptions.  

With over 40% of stressed syllables being light, it may seem a matter of 

chance whether a stressed syllable is heavy or light, and one might doubt the need 

for WSP-(a). However, if we conclude that any syllable type can be stressed, we 

run counter to the fact that there are no stressed light monosyllables in English, 

such as [bʌ] or [bɛ], and the fact, to be shown below, that true unstressed heavy 

syllables turn out to be quite rare. Therefore, the large number of stressed light 

syllables remains to be accounted for. 

4.2 Reanalysis of SL (stressed light) syllables 

We begin with SL syllables, which violate WSP-(a). I have suggested earlier that 

they all occur in the context of V][CV (or V][CCV), under the assumption of 

Onset. Recall, too, that such syllabification violates not only WSP-(a) but also the 

LOF (Law of Finals). Because of this, many linguists have suggested that Onset 

should be relaxed in this context so that we can ensure that the stressed V has a 
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coda (e.g. Kahn 1976, Selkirk 1982, Clements & Keyser 1983, Gussenhoven 

1986, Cairns 1988, Vennemann 1988, Blevins 1995, Hammond 1999, and others).  

To support the alternative analysis, we have to make sure that all SL 

syllables indeed occur before C. The statistical data are shown in (28). I follow 

CELEX in transcribing words in British English. 

（28）Context of SL syllables in simplex words (S is syllabic C) 

 Context               Count       Example (British English) 

 V][CCCV 10       mistress, ostrich 

 V][CCS               4       crystal 

 V][CCV 146       vista  

 V][CS               245       heaven, apple 

 V][CV               989       any, happy 

 V][V               8 

 All               1,402 

 

Of the 1,402 SL syllables, most occur before C. Such cases can be 

syllabified as VC], such as [mɪs][trɪs] mistress, [krɪs][tl̩] crystal, [vɪs][tә] vista, 

[hɛv][n̩] heaven, and [ɛn][ɪ] any, in agreement with WSP-(a). 

The eight cases of V][V present an apparent problem. They are listed in (29), 

transcribed in IPA according to CELEX and the Collins dictionary (Hanks 1979). 

（29）Words that contain V][V (in British English) 

Word              CELEX               Collins 

o’er                ['ɔ][ә]               ['әʊ][ә], ['ɔ:]   

aureola                [ɔ:]['rɪ][әʊ][lә] [ɔ:]['ri:][ә][lә] 

deodar                ['dɪ][әʊ][dɑ:] ['di:][әʊ][dɑ:] 

sierra                ['sɪ][ә][rә] [sɪ]['ɛә][rә] 

steward                ['stjʊ][әd] ['stjʊәd] 

ruin                ['rʊ][ɪn]  ['ru:][ɪn]  

suet                ['sʊ][ɪt]               ['su:][ɪt] 

suicide                ['sʊ][ɪ][saɪd] ['su:][ɪ][saɪd] 
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Both CELEX and the Collins dictionary follow British English. In the 

Collins dictionary none of the words show V][V. In addition, even in CELEX 

such cases are quite rare, which suggests either transcription errors or 

inconsistencies. I offer the analysis in (30). 

（30）Analysis (brackets indicate syllable boundaries) 

        Possible transcription error              o’er is ['әʊ][ә] or ['ɔ:] 

['ɪ][әʊ]  ['ɪә] or ['i:][әʊ]                   aureola, deodar 

['ɪ][ә]  ['ɪә]                                         sierra 

['ʊ][ә] ['ʊә]                             steward 

[‘ʊ][ɪ]  [‘u:][ɪ]                             ruin, suet, suicide 

 

Collins transcribes o’er as ['әʊ][ә] or ['ɔ:]; the latter is used in CELEX as an 

alternative, too. The disyllabic ['ɪ][әʊ] is either ['i:][әʊ] as in Collins, or 

monosyllabic ['ɪә], which is listed in CELEX as an alternative. The disyllabic 

['ɪ][ә] should be monosyllabic ['ɪә], a diphthong widely used in CELEX and 

Collins. Similarly, the disyllabic ['ʊ][ә] should be monosyllabic ['ʊә], a diphthong 

also widely used in CELEX and Collins. Finally, the disyllabic ['ʊ][ɪ] should be 

['u:][ɪ], as in Collins. Thus, all the cases can be accounted for. It is worth noting 

that in American English none of the words have V][V either (where V is a 

stressed short V). 

In American English, words like fur, certain, and murmur seem to present a 

problem. If the transcription is [fr̩], [sr̩][tn̩], and [mr̩][mr̩] respectively, we have 

stressed light syllables [fr̩], [sr̩], and [mr̩]. A possible solution is not to treat the 

rime as a syllabic [r̩], but a retroflex vowel instead: a tense [ɝ:] when stressed and 

a reduced [ɚ] when unstressed (Kenyon & Knott 1944). Thus, in the transcription 

[fɝ:], [sɝ:][tn̩], and [mɝ:][mɚ], the stressed syllables are all heavy. 

4.3 Reanalysis of UH (unstressed heavy)  syllables 

Before we consider UH syllables, it is necessary to discuss how stress is 

determined. Chomsky & Halle (1968) point out that many dictionaries do not 

always indicate the full range of stressed syllables. Consider the examples in (31), 
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from three dictionaries, which are CELEX, the Collins dictionary (Hanks 1979), 

and Kenyon & Knott (1944).  

（31）Whether stress is indicated for the underlined syllables 

Syllable CELEX   Collins    K&K 

jack               yes   no     no 

applejack no   yes     yes 

ordain no   yes      no 

alpine no   no     no 

buffalo  no   yes     yes 

 

Although CELEX and Collins are based on British English and K&K is 

based on American English, the two varieties do not seem to differ in the stress 

pattern of these words. However, a lot of inconsistencies in stress marking can be 

seen. For example, K&K and Collins do not mark stress for monosyllables, 

apparently because they consider stress to be a relative property between adjacent 

syllables. In contrast, CELEX does mark stress for monosyllables. On the other 

hand, for applejack, CELEX does not mark secondary stress on jack, but K&K 

and Collins do.  

Since the WSP applies to both primary and secondary stresses, it is 

important to have consistent criteria on whether a syllable has stress. Following a 

common practice in generative phonology (e.g. Chomsky & Halle 1968), I 

assume the criteria in (32), which are illustrated in (33), where CELEX is based 

on British English and Hammond (1999) and Kenyon & Knott (1944) is based on 

American English. 

（32）Criteria for judging stress 

a.The reduced vowel [ә] is always unstressed. 

b.All unreduced (i.e. full) vowels, except [i], [u], and [ɪ], have stress. 

c.The vowels [i], [u], and [ɪ] can be stressed or unstressed. 

 

（33）Examples (relevant syllables underlined) 

 Stressed                   CELEX  Hammond K&K 

 reason, bee      [i]                [i]                [i] 
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 movie                   [u]                [u]               [u] 

 visit, discipline      [ɪ]                [ɪ]           [ɪ] 

 Unstressed      CELEX     Hammond K&K  

 create                    [i], [ɪ]   [i]         [ɪ] 

 menu, duet      [u]                 [u]               [u] 

 city, happy      [ɪ]                 [i]           [ɪ] 

 visit                    [ɪ]                 [ә]               [ɪ] 

 discipline, vanity       [ɪ], [ә]   [ә]              [ә] 

 utility                     [ә]                 [ә]              [ә] 

 Canada                     [ә]                 [ә]              [ә] 

 

There is some disagreement over whether [i] and [ɪ] can be unstressed. In 

CELEX both [i] and [ɪ] can be unstressed. In contrast, Hammond (1999) does not 

use unstressed [ɪ], while Kenyon & Knott (1944) do not use unstressed [i]. It is 

also worth noting that for CELEX unstressed [i] can be realized as [ә], especially 

in nonfinal position, as seen in discipline, vanity and utility. 

Let us now consider nonfinal UH syllables, which violate WSP-(b). There 

are 288 of them, which can be divided into four cases, shown in (34), where N is 

any nasal. When a syllable belongs to more than one case, it is only counted once. 

For example, [ɑ:] has a full long V, and it is counted only under “full V”and 

not under [V:]. 

 

（34）Four cases of UH syllables (N is any nasal) 

Case Count 

Rime has a full V 156 

Rime has [V:] 29 

Rime has [әN] or [ɪN] 79  

Other 24 

All  288 

UH syllables that contain a full vowel are shown in (35), where relevant 

syllables are underlined. In our analysis, all such syllables have secondary stress. 
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（35）UH syllables that contain a full vowel (British English) 

Vowel Count      Example 

[ɑ:]               18      sardine 

[æ]               25      bamboo 

[ai]               22      tycoon 

[ɔ]               20      ordain, volcano 

[ɛ]               6      technique 

[ei]               3      elite 

[әu]               53      opaque 

[ʌ]               9      ulterior, umbrella 

All               156 

 

Next we consider syllables that contain a long V. The data are shown in (36) 

and the analysis is offered in (37). 

 

（36）UH syllables that contain [V:] (British English) 

 Rime Count Example 

 [ɜ:] 6 verbena 

 [i:] 5 create 

 [u:] 18 duet 

 All 29 

（37）Analysis 

Secondary stress or shortened V 

 

For a tense vowel, there are two possible analyses: it is indeed long, in which 

case it has secondary stress, or it is shortened (but remains tense), in which case it 

is light. The idea that tense vowels can be long or short has been proposed before 

by Pike (1947) and Alcantara (1998).  

Next consider rimes that contain [ɪN] and [әN], where N is any nasal. The 

data are shown in (38) and the analyses are shown in (39). 

（38）UH syllables that contain [әN] and [ɪN] (N is any nasal) 
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 Rime Count Example 

 [әm] 8 combine 

 [әn] 38 condense 

 [әŋ] 0 

 [ɪm] 6 employ, impromptu 

 [ɪn] 26 invite, intent 

 [ɪŋ] 1 cinchona 

 All 79 

（39）Analyses of UH syllables that contain [әN] and [ɪN]  

a.[әN] can be seen as syllabic [m̩] and [n̩] 

Example: combine [km̩][bain], condense [kn̩][dɛns]  

b.[ɪN] has secondary stress (most cases) 

Example: inherent, impromptu 

In Hammond (1999), [әN] is systematically transcribed as a syllabic nasal, as 

in condense [kn̩dɛns] and compensation [kɑmpn̩seʃn], where the underlined 

syllables have a syllabic [n̩] instead of [әn]. In contrast, [ɪN] is mostly transcribed 

with [ɪ] and secondary stress, as in impoverish, scintilla, badminton, inherent, and 

impromptu. We can follow Hammond and distinguish [әN] and [ɪN] accordingly. 

There are occasional words for which Hammond (1999) and CELEX differ, such 

as palimpsest and calendar, where the underlined rimes are [m̩, n̩] in Hammond 

(1999) but [ɪm, ɪn] in CELEX. Such cases are rare, though. 

It is interesting to note another difference between [әN] and [ɪN]. All cases 

of [әN] occur after C, such as combine and condense, while most cases of [ɪN] 

occur initially such as impoverish, inherent and invest. The data are shown in (40). 

（40）UH syllables that contain [әN] and [ɪN] in simplex words 

 Rime    Count          After C   After C % 

 [әm]    8          8                 100% 

 [әn]    38          38                 100% 

 [ɪm]    6          1                 17% 

 [ɪn]    26          7                 27% 
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The data suggest that the lack of an onset makes a syllable more likely to 

carry secondary stress. If this correlation is correct, it is a puzzle, since the onset 

is usually thought to have no effect on stress assignment. In addition, the 

correlation contradicts the proposal that the presence of an onset increases a 

syllable’s ability to attract stress (Everett & Everett 1984, Davis 1985, 1988). A 

possibility, suggested by Pam Beddor (personal communications), is that the 

difference is due to an accident of two prefixes: in-/im- vs. con-/com-. Still, the 

difference remains to be explained. I shall not attempt an answer here.  

Finally, let us consider the remaining twenty-four rimes, which are shown in 

(41),  

 

（41）Remaining UH rimes (British English) 

 Rime Count Example 

 [ʊә] 5 burette, heuristic 

 [ɪә] 2 Neapolitan, toreador 

 [әl] 2 sultana, sepulcher 

 [ɪC] 9 ignite, orchestra, numismatic, anecdote, exact 

 [әC] 6 object,succeed, success, succinct, ambuscade, paroxysm 

 All 24  

 

This list represents 0.2% of all syllables in simplex words. I do not have a 

definite account for all of them, but offer some tentative suggestions in (42). 

（42）Rime Analysis 

 [ʊә] possibly a diphthong with secondary stress 

 [ɪә] possibly a diphthong with secondary stress  

 [әl] possibly syllabic [l], or [ʌl] with secondary stress 

 [ɪC] possibly secondary stress 

 [әC] ??  

 

First, [ʊә] and [ɪә] could be seen as diphthongs, which carries secondary 

stress. Second, [әl] could be a syllabic [l], or [ʌl] with secondary stress (Kenyon 
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& Knott 1944). Third, most [ɪC] rimes may have secondary stress, as other lax 

vowels do. This leaves six cases of [әC], whose analysis I leave open. 

In summary, in most cases, what are transcribed as UH (unstressed heavy) 

syllables in CELEX are either stressed or need not be heavy: those with 

unreduced vowels usually have secondary stress, and those with VN rimes can be 

realized as a syllabic N.  

4.4 Summary 

We have discussed exceptions to the WSP in nonfinal syllables (the weight of 

final syllables is complicated by the possibility of consonant extrametricality). 

We have seen that most SL (stressed light) syllables occur in the context of VCV, 

where V is short and stressed. If the syllabification is VC][V, then all SL syllables 

are heavy. We have also seen that most UH (unstressed heavy) syllables either 

have secondary stress or are light. Thus, true exceptions to the WSP are far from 

wide spread and in fact quite rare. 

5. Statistical data on syllabification without Onset 

In section 3 we discussed statistical data on syllabification under Onset and saw 

that the constraint is violated in about 10% of all syllables. In this section we 

consider statistical data on syllabification without Onset. I again use the list of 

simplex words, the basic information of which is repeated in (43). 

 

（43）Basic information on simplex words 

 Word length Words      Syllables 

 1 syllable 3,834      3,834 

 2 syllables 2,719      5,438 

 3 syllables 726      2,178 

 4 syllables 113      452 

 5 syllables 9      45 

 All                7,401     11,947 
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In some contexts, syllabification remains the same whether we assume Onset 

or not. These are shown in (44), where S is a syllabic C. 

（44）Contexts where Onset is irrelevant (C* is one or more C’s; S is a 

syllabic C) 

Context Count Example 

Monosyllable 3,834 cat,spring,out 

#C*in polysyllable 3,041 babble,scrabble 

#Vin polysyllable 526 atom 

V][V 214 create[kri:][eit] 

S][CV 4 inglenook[ɪŋ][g l̩][nʊk] 

All 7,615  

For example, in create [kri:eit], the second syllable has no onset whether we 

assume Onset or not. Similarly, in inglenook, the second syllable has no stress. If 

it keeps [n] as its coda, it would violate the WSP, which requires an unstressed 

syllable to be light. As a result, [n] is syllabified as the onset of the third syllable, 

which is what Onset would require. Therefore, Onset is redundant. 

Let us now consider the contexts where Onset may play a role. They are 

shown in (45), where our interest is in the onset of the second syllable. 

 

（45）Contexts where Onset might be relevant (vowel length not indicated) 

Context Count Example 

VCCCCV 7 extra 

VCCCV 116 bistro,concrete 

VCCV 939 whisky,concert 

VCV 2,737 lemon,become 

VCCS 111 council,crimson 

VCS 418 couple,cousin 

All 4,328  
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Even in these contexts, Onset is redundant in most cases. For example, let us 

consider various cases of VCCV, shown in (46), where underline indicates stress 

in the first V.   

（46）Cases of VCCV (vowel length not indicated) 

                            Count        Example   Onset relevant? 

 V][CCV 283        vista   yes (for some) 

 V][CCV 85        declare   no 

 VC][CV 561        concert   no 

 VC][CV 54        combine   no 

 VCC][V 1        Sexagesima   no 

 VCC][V 0  

 All               939  

According to the WSP, an unstressed rime should be light, and so V][CCV is 

expected. Similarly, a stressed rime should be heavy, and so VC][CV is expected, 

too. In VC][CV, the first rime seems to be UH (unstressed and heavy), but we 

have already discussed such cases, which mostly involve [әN] and can be 

analyzed as a syllabic C. The lone case VCC][V is probably an error; according to 

CELEX, Sexagesima should start with [sɛk][sә], instead of [sɛks][ә]. Therefore, 

the only case where Onset seems relevant is V][CCV.  

But even for V][CCV, not all cases require Onset. In particular, if the first 

vowel is long, the result is expected. This is shown in (47). 

（47）Sub-cases of V][CCV (C* is one or more C’s; length of first V 

indicated) 

                              Count Example         Onset relevant? 

 [C*V][CCV, [V][CCV 191 vista, ester      yes 

 [C*VV][CCV               68 hybrid           no 

 [VV][CCV               14 April           no 

               All                             283 

If we assume that a heavy rime is limited to VV or VC, then CVV][CCV and 

[VV][CCV, are expected, without assuming Onset. Thus, the only case where 

Onset is relevant is V][CCV, where V is stressed and short. 
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Having determined the specific contexts where Onset is relevant, i.e. where 

Onset and the WSP offer different syllabifications, I list them in (48). This is 

essentially the same list in which SL (stressed and light) syllables are found, 

which we discussed in section 3. 

 

（48）Contexts where Onset is relevant (V is stressed and short; S is 

syllabic C) 

 Context               Count                     Example (British English) 

 V][CCCCV 0  

 V][CCCV 10                      mistress, ostrich 

 V][CCS               4                      crystal 

 V][CCV 146                      vista, ester 

 V][CS               245                      heaven, apple 

 V][CV               989                      any, happy 

 All               1,394 

 

 All syllables in simplex words               11,947 

 Syllables for which Onset is relevant 1,394     (12%) 

 

In summary, in about 90% of the cases, the WSP and Onset make the same 

predictions about syllabification. They differ in only one environment, which is 

VC…, where V is stressed and short. Here, Onset predicts V][C… while the WSP 

predicts VC][…  

6.Evidence for syllabification 

In most cases, there is agreement on word-medial syllable boundaries. For 

example, most linguists agree that income, reply, and begin are [VC][CVC], 

[CV][CCVV], and [CV][CVC] respectively. However, in some cases, linguists 

disagree on word-medial syllable boundaries, notably in words like city, happy, 

and lemon. The lack of consensus is due in part to different assumptions, such as 

how important Onset, the Law of Initials, or the Law of Finals is, and in part to 
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different interpretations of known facts, such as aspiration and flapping in 

American English. In this section, I discuss two properties that are often thought 

to be relevant for syllable structure: word edge patterns and allophonic variation. I 

show that they offer more support for the WSP than for Onset. 

6.1 Word edge patterns 

As discussed earlier, there is a general consensus that word-medial onsets should 

be able to occur in word-initial position. In addition, if a language allows word-

final consonants, as English does, then word-medial rimes should be able to occur 

in word-final position, too. Following Vennemann (1988), we call the 

requirements the Law of Initials (LOI) and the Law of Finals (LOF), repeated in 

(49).  

 

（49）LOI: Word-medial onsets should resemble word-initial onsets. 

LOF: Word-medial rimes should resemble word-final rimes. 

 

A well-known fact in English is that no word ends in a stressed short V#. 

Consequently, the LOF predicts that no syllable should end in V] either. We have 

seen, however, that in the context of VCV, Onset predicts V][CV, which is in 

conflict with the LOF. In contrast, the prediction of the WSP is VC][V, in 

agreement with the LOF.  

One might argue that the lack of word-final V# is due to a different reason, 

which is that a stressed syllable starts a moraic foot, and a foot needs two moras. 

A word-final V# has one mora, which is bad, but a word like lemon [lɛ][mn̩] has 

two moras, which is good, even though the first syllable ends in V]. But consider 

words like alloy [æ][loi], ballet [bæ][lei], and telex [tɛ][lɛks], where both 

syllables are stressed and each is a foot by itself. According to Onset, the first 

syllable is a monomoraic foot. If so, we should expect word-final V#, too. 

Therefore, the bimoraic argument cannot explain the lack of word-final V#. 

Let us now consider another case. Most English consonants can occur in 

both word-initial and word-final positions. The two known exceptions are [h], 
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which cannot occur word finally, and [ŋ], which cannot occur word initially. 

Given this, let us consider two sequences of interest, shown in (50). 

 

（50）Two missing sequences in English (V is stressed; v is unstressed) 

a.There is no VVŋV, although there is VŋV (e.g. hanger)  

b.There is no VhV, although there are VVhV (e.g. optional [h] in 

prehistoric and rehabilitate) and vhV (e.g. ahead and Monaghan)  

 

First, [ŋ] does not occur after a long vowel or diphthong. Second, [h] does 

not occur after a stressed short vowel. The analyses of the occurring forms are 

similar for Onset and the WSP, which are Vŋ][V, VV][hV, and v][hV. The 

analyses of the non-occurring forms are different, shown in (51) and (52). 

 

（51）The WSP analysis of missing VVŋV and VhV  

Missing  Explanation 

VV][ŋV  violates LOI (no word-initial [ŋ]) 

VVŋ][V  violates rime length of VV or VC 

Vh][V violates LOF (no word-final [h]) 

V][hV violates WSP (stressed rime should be heavy) 

 

（52）The Onset analysis of missing VVŋV and VhV  

Missing Explanation 

VV][ŋV violates LOI (no word-initial [ŋ]) 

VVŋ][V possible, unless rime length of VV or VC is assumed 

Vh][V violates LOF (no word-final [h]) 

V][hV possible 

 

Under the WSP, if we assume that a stressed rime is limited to VV or VC, 

then both missing forms are explained. Under Onset, it is harder to explain why 

VVŋV is missing unless we also assume a limit on rime length, and there is no 

explanation why VhV is missing.  
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In (53) I summarize the differences between Onset and the WSP with regard 

to word-edge patterns and missing forms. It can be seen that, overall, the WSP 

offers a better analysis than Onset. 

 

（53）Comparison 

Missing   WSP               Onset 

V#                 explained  unexplained 

VVŋV   explained  unexplained? 

VhV   explained  unexplained 

6.2 Allophonic rules 

Kahn (1976) argues that some allophonic variations, in particular aspiration and 

flapping of stops in American English, can offer evidence for syllabification. Let 

us consider the argument.  

We begin with Kahn’s analysis, which starts with the Onset rule, followed 

by a resyllabification rule that creates an ambisyllabic C, if the preceding vowel is 

stressed. The analysis is shown in (54) and exemplified in (55), where a dot 

indicates a syllable boundary and underline indicates an ambisyllabic C. 

（54）Kahn’s (1976) analysis of aspiration and flapping 

Syllabification:     VCV  V.CV   (by the Onset rule) 

Resyllabification: V.CV  VCv  (v is unstressed, creating ambisyllabic C) 

Aspiration:            when a stop is not ambisyllabic (and not final) 

Flapping:               when [t] or [d] is ambisyllabic 

 

（55）Sample words 

potato capital  

[pә.tei.to] [kæ.pә.tәl] Syllabification (by the Onset rule) 

[pә.téito] [kǽpәtәl] Resyllabification 

[phә.théiɾo] [khǽpәɾәl] Aspiration and flapping 

Selkirk (1982) offers a different analysis. She does not use ambisyllabic C. 

Instead, the entire C before an unstressed V is moved into the coda of the 

preceding V. Her analysis is shown in (56) and (57). 

 

（56）Selkirk’s (1982) analysis of aspiration and flapping 
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Syllabification:         VCV  V.CV (by the Onset rule) 

Resyllabification:     V.CV  VC.v (v has no stress) 

Flapping:                  when intervocalic [t] or [d] is a coda 

Aspiration:                otherwise 

 

（57）Sample words 

potato           capital 

[pә.tei.to] [kæ.pә.tәl] Syllabification (by the Onset rule) 

[pә.téit.o] [kǽp.әt.әl] Resyllabification 

[phә.théiɾ.o] [khǽp.әɾ.әl] Flapping and aspiration 

It can be seen that in Selkirk’s analysis, an unstressed syllable can be heavy 

(e.g. the second syllable in capital), violating WSP-(b), and a rime can exceed 

VX (e.g. the second syllable in potato is VVC). 

Jensen (2000) and Davis (2009) offer yet another proposal, in which there is 

no resyllabification. The analysis is shown in (58) and (59), where brackets 

indicate foot boundaries. 

 

（58）Analysis of Jensen (2000) and Davis (2009) 

Syllabification:     VCV  V.CV(by the Onset rule)  

Aspiration:            word or foot initial (‘super foot’ initial) 

Flapping:               when [t] or [d] is intervocalic and not initial 

 

（59）Sample words 

potato               at ease 

[pә.téi.to]              [ǽt.íz]    Syllabification (by the Onset rule) 

(phә.(théi.ɾo))  (ǽɾ).(íz)    Aspiration and flapping 

In potato, [p] is aspirated because it is word initial (or super-foot initial), the 

first [t] is aspirated because it is foot initial, and the second [t] is flapped because 

it is not word or foot initial. Similarly, in at ease, the [t] is flapped because it is 

not word or foot initial. It is worth noting that the final [o] in potato is unstressed 

and does not form a foot.  
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The examples show that although there are different ways of syllabification, 

they can all account for aspiration and flapping. The same is true for the present 

analysis, which is shown in (60) and (61). 

 

（60）Present analysis 

Syllabification:     VC.v, VV.Cv, v.CV, or v.Cv (by the WSP) 

       Aspiration:            word or foot initial 

       Flapping:               when intervocalic and not initial 

 

（61）Sample words 

        potato               at ease 

        [pә.téi.to]               [ǽt.íz]   Syllabification by WSP 

        [phә.(théi.ɾo)] (ǽɾ).(íz)   Aspiration and flapping 

In summary, there are several proposals on syllabification, all of which can 

account for aspiration and flapping. A comparison is shown in (62). 

 

（62）Comparison of four analyses 

at ease    city   potato  

       [ǽɾíz]     [sɪ́ɾi]   [phә.théiɾo] Kahn (1976)  

       [ǽɾ.íz]     [sɪ́ɾ.i]    [phә.théiɾ.o] Selkirk (1982)  

(ǽɾ).(íz)           (sɪ́.ɾi)   (phә.(théi.ɾo)) Jensen (2000),  Davis (2009)  

(ǽɾ).(íz)           (sɪ́ɾ.i)   [phә.(théi.ɾo)]  Present (by WSP) 

For at ease, the present syllabification is similar to others except Kahn 

(1976). For city, the present syllabification is similar to Selkirk (1982). For potato, 

the present syllabification is similar to Jensen (2000) and Davis (2009). The final 

vowel [o] in potato is usually not treated as a long vowel in metrical literature, 

nor is a word-final [i] (such as that in melody). 

6.3 Summary 

We have seen that word-edge patterns favor the syllabification of VC][V, in 

support of the WSP and against Onset. In addition, allophonic variations in 
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aspiration and flapping can be interpreted in different ways and offer no 

compelling evidence for Onset. 

Allophonic variations of [r] and [l] in English have also been used as 

evidence for syllabification. However, as Jensen (2000) and Harris (2006) have 

argued, such variations are better accounted for in terms of foot domains. Since 

stress and foot are both part of metrical structure, it can be shown that the WSP 

offers a better analysis than Onset alone.  

7.Further issues  

In this section I discuss a few further issues that arise from the present proposal. 

7.1 Intuition 

It is well-known that native intuition on syllabification is not always clear cut. 

One might propose that the lack of agreement means people have different 

grammars. For example, if some speakers feel that city is ci.ty, some feel that it is 

cit.y, some feel that it is cit.ty, and others feel unsure, one might say that the first 

three groups exhibit three different grammars, and the fourth group exhibit 

variable grammar—fluctuating among the three. The proposal assumes that 

people have an explicit knowledge of what their grammar is, an assumption that 

may seem natural but for which there is no compelling evidence. An alternative 

possibility is that speakers of the same language should have more or less the 

same grammar, but they do not always have a clear intuition of what their 

grammar is. For example, if non-linguistics students are asked to divide SVO 

(subject-verb-object) into two parts, some would choose S|VO, some SV|O, and 

some feel unsure. But most syntacticians believe that there is only one right 

answer, verifiable by syntactic evidence, rather than by intuition alone. With 

regard to syllabification, there is no compelling evidence that English speakers 

have different grammars. Therefore, I adopt the null hypothesis that they have 

more or less the same grammar and that phonological evidence is more important 

than intuition alone. 
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7.2 Other languages 

In Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993), all languages share the same 

set of constraints. Languages differ only in how they rank the constraints. What I 

have shown is that, in English, Onset is not important. This may mean that the 

WSP is ranked above Onset, or it may mean that Onset should be dropped from 

the constraint list altogether. 

If there is a language in which Onset is ranked above the WSP, then we have 

to keep both constraints in Optimality Theory. In addition, we have a typology: in 

the hypothetical language, Onset is ranked above the WSP, and in English, the 

WSP is ranked above Onset. 

However, I have also shown that there is substantial overlap between Onset 

and the WSP. Specifically, Onset is redundant in 90% of the cases, and probably 

wrong in the other 10% of the cases. Therefore, Onset is not just lowly ranked, 

but completely redundant. If in the hypothetical language, similar degrees of 

overlap exist, then we still need to explain the redundancy. 

Is there a compelling case in which Onset is clearly more important than the 

WSP, and there is little overlap between them? It would be interesting to see such 

a case. However, given how difficult it is to determine syllable boundaries in 

English, and how difficult it is to interpret allophonic variations, such a case 

would not be easy to establish, and I would leave it open for future research. 

But suppose there is a language that has no stress. Then we cannot assume 

the WSP there. Presumably, also, its syllabification has to depend on Onset? If so, 

we still cannot abandon Onset completely. In addition, we may have to say that, 

even in English, Onset is still present, although it is ranked below the WSP. 

Undoubtedly, if such a case is proven, we would have to reconsider the status of 

Onset and of the WSP. However, the likelihood of such a language is not obvious. 

When a language is said to have no stress, it usually means one of two things: 

either the language has predictable stress that is not lexically contrastive, or stress 

is not phonetically obvious in the language. In the first case, we should still check 

whether the WSP plays a role. The second case usually includes tone languages. 

A well-known example is Chinese, which is reported to have no stress in several 
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studies (e.g. Luo & Wang 1957, Hyman 1977, and Selkirk & Shen 1990). 

However, more in-depth studies show that Chinese not only has stress but also 

shows the WSP effect (e.g. Hoa 1983, Lin & Yan 1988, and Duanmu 2008). 

Indeed, it is likely that every language can use contrastive stress, and hence every 

language has stress.  

In summary, the present study raises many interesting questions, but they are 

mostly hypothetical at the moment and have to be left for future research.  

7.3 Trisyllabic shortening 

A third problem concerns what is called “trisyllabic shortening”in English, 

which refers to the fact that a long vowel in monosyllabic and disyllabic words 

often becomes short in a related trisyllabic word. Some examples are shown in 

(63), where the vowels of interest are underlined. 

 

（63）Trisyllabic shortening 

        Long V in σ                            sane 

        Long V in some σσ              nation 

        Short V in σσσ               sanity, national 

 

Prince (1990) suggests that the shortening process is due to a preference for 

certain foot types to others; similar views have been expressed by Hayes (1985, 

1995) and Mester (1994). On this view, two light syllables (LL) is a better trochee 

than one heavy syllable (H) or one heavy plus one light syllable (HL). Prince’s 

analysis is shown in (64), which assumes extrametricality of a final C and a final 

(light) syllable. Because the analysis is based on a trochaic foot, it is also called 

trochaic shortening. 

 

（64）Analysis of trisyllabic shortening (trochaic shortening) (Prince 1990) 

        (H)<C>    [(sei)<n>] sane 

        (H)< σ>  [(nei)<ʃn̩>] nation 

        (LL)< σ>  [(sæ.nә)<ti>] sanity 

                [(næ.ʃә)<nl̩>] national 
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In sane, the last C is extrametrical, and the remaining sounds form an (H). In 

nation, the final syllable is extrametrical and the first forms (H). In sanity and 

national, the final syllable is extrametrical. If the first V is long, the foot is (HL), 

which is not the best trochee. If the first V is shortened, we get (LL), which is the 

best trochee. That is why the first V is shortened.  

If Prince is correct, there is a problem for WSP-(a). In particular, WSP-(a) 

requires a stressed syllable to be heavy and a long vowel would be perfect, so 

why is the vowel shortened? A possible answer is offered by Myers (1987), 

shown in (65), which assumes extrametricality (Hayes 1982), resyllabification 

after a stressed V (Selkirk 1982), and the VX limit on rime size (Borowsky 1986). 

Since vowel quality is tangential to the discussion here, I represent the first vowel 

as [A]. 

 

（65）Analysis of sanity (Myers 1987) 

Syllabification                [sA:.nә.ti] 

Stress (underlined)               [sA:.nә.<ti>] 

Re-syllabification               [sA:n.ә.<ti>] 

VX limit                             [sAn.ә.<ti>] 

 

Two questions can be raised for Myers’s analysis. First, while 

resyllabification after a stressed short V may be attributed to either WSP-(a) or 

the Law of Finals, the reason for resyllabification after a stressed long V is 

unclear. Second, as noted by Prince (1990) and Hayes (1995), trochaic shortening 

can occur in languages that do not seem to allow CVC syllables, such as Fijian.  

To answer the first question, one may adopt the idea that unstressed syllables 

prefer not to have an onset (Cairns 1988 and Hammond 1999). The idea is also 

compatible with the proposal that the presence of an onset may increase a 

syllable’s ability to attract stress (Everett & Everett 1984, Davis 1985, 1988). To 

answer the second question, one may reexamine the claim that languages like 

Fijian lack CVC syllables. The claim for Fijian is based on the fact that Fijian has 

no word-final C. But the lack of word-final C does not have to imply the lack of 
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coda C in general. For example, both Italian and Japanese restrict word-final C, 

yet they both allow CVC syllables in non-final positions. Therefore, it is still 

possible that, while Fijian disallows word-final C (i.e. lacking CVC words), it 

allows CVC syllables in non-final positions (e.g. CVC.V).  

 

8.Summary  

Since Onset and the WSP predict the same syllabification most of the time, it is 

relevant to ask whether the redundancy can be avoided. Let us consider three 

options, which are shown in (66)-(68). 

 

（66）Option 1: Keep Onset and the WSP 

Consequences: 

a.Redundancy between Onset and the WSP in 90% of the cases 

b.Exceptions to Onset in 10% of the syllables 

c.Exceptions to the WSP in 10% of the syllables 

d.Exceptions to the LOF in 10% of the syllables  

 

（67）Option 2: Keep Onset and drop the WSP 

Consequences: 

a.Exceptions to Onset in 10% of the syllables 

b.Exceptions to the LOF in 10% of the syllables 

c.Unable to account for the WSP effect, which covers 90% of the syllables  

 

（68）Option 3: Keep the WSP and drop Onset 

Consequences: 

a.Better syllabification overall (e.g. no violation of Onset)  

b.No violation of the WSP 

c.No violation of the LOF 
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It seems that, other things being equal, option 3 offers the simplest theory. If 

so, we should abandon Onset and recognize the WSP as a principle that plays a 

much greater role than previously thought. 

The present study raises questions about the status of Onset and the WSP in 

other languages. However, since space does not permit the discussion of any other 

language in sufficient detail, I leave answers to such questions for future research. 
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